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CHAPTER I 

PATTERNS OF NON-VERBAL COMNR NICATIONS 
IN PERSONAL SALES 

Effective selling is \itally important to the economic iirowth 

and de\elopment of an\ society (Dodge & Kurtz, 1991. p. 8). 

Economic problems, on a large scale basis, could perhaps be 

partially solved by better distribution, especially on a face-to-face 

selling basis. In this light, what crucial role does personal selling 

play? Selling provides the ability to satisfy human needs making 

these satisfactions available; the salesperson automatically increases 

demand which has two beneficial effects on society. First, the total 

number of people employed grows. This, in turn, increases sales 

and so does production workers and all of the support that goes 

along with volume increases. Secondly, additional demand 

eventually allows a product's price to go down, which naturally 

increases sales by allowing those with lower income to afford it. 

Selling also fights inflation, the competition that exists between 

manufacturers helps hold down prices for the entire econom\ 

(Marks, 1985, pp. 3-4). 

When looking at the "big picture," the importance of personal 

selling is evident. While verbal communications are important, a 

more critical component of personal selling is nonverbal because 

research suggests that 70% of all communication is nonverbal 
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(Wolniansky, 1989, pp. 59-60). Non-verbal communication has 

emerged as a critical component of the o\erall communication 

process within the past 10 to 15 \ears. Recognition ol non-verbal 

communication is essential for sales success in today's business 

environment because of the increasingly competitive markets 

(Cooper, 1979, p. 6). When our awareness of non-\erbal 

communications is at a low level, we sometimes are least av\are o\ 

that which is most important. In order to be a successful salesman, 

one must ha\e qualities, such as a willingness to work hard, need to 

achieve, and a love of selling. One major criterion that makes a 

good salesman a great salesman is that the latter understands 

communications, especially non-verbal communications, a factor 

often overlooked by salesmen and employers. 

Since we have the power of language, which can carry far 

more information than non-verbal communication, why do we 

continue to use non-verbal communication at all.^ Because non

verbal signals have a greater impact for expressing attitudes and 

emotions. Non-verbal signals immediately put the receiver into a 

state of psychological readiness to react. When the verbal channel 

is full, the non-verbal communication is resorted to for feedback 

which alerts you to how well a person understands you (Wolfgang, 

1979, p. 146). 

One equation that presents the total impact of the 

communicated messages is equal to 7% verbal, actual spoken words; 

38% vocal, pitch and tone; and 557c facial. Another study shows that 

a group of people viewed an individual for their credibility which 
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resulted in 58% accuracy in their judgements without audio. 

However, when audio is added, their judgements only increased to 

64%. This further emphasizes that the non-verbal communication 

makes up the majority of the message. If one recognizes these 

findings as a reasonable approximation of the total communication 

process, then uninformed sales people are actually ignoring a major 

part of communication that occurs between the buyer and the 

seller. Non-verbal communication can be the first valuable tool in 

being a successful salesman (Sheppard, 1986, p. 32). 

Non-verbal communication is defined as the "process of 

signalling meaning through inter-personal behavior that does not 

involve spoken words" (O'Hair, 1988, p. 74). Whenever two or more 

people communicate, non-verbal communication always occurs, 

verbal only sometimes. Observation of non-verbal communications 

is no easy task, and many of the most important non-verbal 

behaviors occur quickly and subtly. A slight change in posture, a 

shifting of the feet, or a quick facial expression can all communicate 

valuable information. Learning to observe and understand non

verbal communication can significantly improve a salesman's 

success in the business world. Non-verbal cues give out a 

tremendous amount of information about a person and can aid a 

salesman in developing a sharper sensitivity with future prospects. 

If a salesman is able to detect and interpret signals from others, and 

then send his own appropriate messages, he can better maintain 

control in a sales call. Most people who have attained even 

moderate success in the sales field have some abilitv to observe and 
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evaluate non-verbal communications (Cooper. 197'̂ '. p. 2). The 

success of communication in a "̂ ales call often depends upon how 

well the salesman and his customer interpret silent messages. 

Successful non-verbal communication also helps in establishing and 

maintaining good clientele relationships, because as staled earlier 

non-verbal communication makes up the majority of the 

communication message and naturally a relationship will benefit if 

proper communication exists (Hamilton & Parker, 1990, p. 126). We 

tend to believe non-verbal communication over verbal 

communication because we consider it easier for people to 

manipulate the use of words, and non-verbal messages have an 

immediate impact with recollections that are more easy and vivid. 

Most of us believe that non-verbal messages are the most accurate 

reflection of what a prospect is really thinking (Huseman, 1988, p. 

19). The assumption of not communicating anything is a myth and 

it is important to understand this because each of us is a kind of 

transmitter that cannot be shut off. No matter what we do, we are 

constantly giving off information about ourselves. For example, 

consider someone trying not to communicate anything at all: the\ 

would probably close their eyes and sit completely motionless or 

even leave the room. The message communicated is one of 

avoidance or a unwillingness to communicate (Adler & Rodman, 

1988, p. 103). Future sales opportunities depend on the 

relationship quality and good non-verbal communication between 

the salesman and the prospect. The success of a sales call outcome 

depends on a salesperson's ability to understand the customer's 



viewpoint. Additionally, the salesperson knows that if he wishes to 

influence someone, particularly a prospect, it is mandator) to have 

the potential buyer like you, and good non-verbal communication 

skills are essential for this to happen (Dodge & Kurtz. 1991, p. 187). 

Functions of Non-Verbal Communications 

For any communication to occur, five basic elements are 

needed: (1) a sender of the message, (2) a receiver of the message, 

(3) a channel for the message, (4) the message itself and, (5) the 

feedback. Non-verbal communication plays a surprisingly large role 

in this communication model. Consider the body language that 

takes place between two individuals during a conversation. The 

sender will probably be using his hands for gestures while talking. 

The receiver will be reciprocating with body language while 

listening, either by eye movement or facial expressions. The 

combination of non-verbal communication between the two 

individuals affects what is being said, how it is said, and the 

direction the message is sent. The feedback in return will contain 

non-verbal communication which obviously will affect how it is 

interpreted (Jolly, 1989, p. 11). 

Communication is an on-going, long-range business. Its 

complexity, all too frequently, seems to escape salespeople by their 

failing to understand the difficulties of communication. Thoughtless 

sales people expose themselves to numerous difficulties that could 

have been avoided if they were properly trained in non-verbal 

communication (Fielden, 1989, p. 42). The beauty of non-verbal 
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communication in selling is that the prospect may be revealing 

information about himself without knowing it. Non-verbal 

communication plays a large role in regulating the back-and-forth 

tlow of conversation and also signals changes in the topic of 

conversation (Hanneman, 1975, p. 78). For example, the pointing of 

a finger may put the focus of attention on something else. Non

verbal communication also serves to repeat and mirror \erbal 

messages, for example, when someone is explaining the size of a 

product, and simultaneously spreads his arms apart to represent 

the size of a product, or nods his head while saying "yes." These 

indicate more knowledge and interest of the product being 

presented. Non-verbal communication is subtle, spontaneous, and is 

usually communicated without conscious awareness, and 

automatically reflects underlying feelings. Non-verbal messages are 

important because they generally are more believable than verbal 

communications and are used to express emotions that can tell us a 

great deal about whether or not the prospect is following the 

presentation (Devito, 1990, p. I). Non-verbal skills are crucial for 

successful communication between a salesman and a prospect. We 

use non-verbal messages to communicate interest in others, start 

and end conversations, and influence others (Devito, 1990, p. 2). 

Non-verbal communications can project positive or negative images, 

and can serve to accomplish a variety of other tasks. Sometimes 

these tasks can be accomplished at the same time with one single 

non-verbal communication. For example, during a sales call, a 

prospect may appear to be interested by leaning forward and ha\e 
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focused eye contact, but he is also scratching his head, possibly 

indicating indecisiveness or discomfort. A well-trained salesman in 

non-verbal communication would notice this and distinguish 

between the feeling behind the non-\erbal communication and 

adapt his presentation accordingly. Non-verbal communication is 

often metacommunicational, which is a function used to accent or 

emphasize the message just as we use italics to highlight an idea in 

print (Adler & Rodman, 1988, p. 111). 

Research shows us that we sometimes communicate 

unintentionally through the non-verbal communication channel 

because we are frequently unaware of our body movements. This 

is called leakage. As a result, the body provides extremely 

believable messages (Richmond, 1987, p. 4). So during a sales call, a 

salesman has to be careful not to read too much into a single non

verbal communication or take it out of context because it could give 

the wrong impression. 

When non-verbal communication was first recognized and 

studied, people tried to interpret the individual gestures and body 

movements. Understanding and accurately interpreting individual 

gestures and other body signals is very difficult and will often yield 

false readings. No non-verbal signal can be read accurately out of 

the context of the entire communicative process (Cooper. 1979. p. 6). 

It has been estimated that there are over 5,000 hand gestures and 

at least 20,000 basic facial expressions (Cooper, 1979, p. 70). The 

key to reading and analyzing body language correctly is to add up 

all the signals and take it in context, the Big Picture. One body 
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movement or position could mean any number of things, or it could 

have no meaning at all. It is the total cluster of actions that spells 

out the overall body language message. 

Detecting and analyzing body language is a learning process 

like developing any other skill. It is important for a salesperson, 

not only to recognize and be able to decipher the prospect's bod\ 

language, but to use it correctly themselves. Words alone cannot 

close sales, therefore it is important for you to maintain a constant 

awareness of your own body language. A salesperson needs to be 

careful and not accidentally send signals of impatience or 

insensitivity that might have a negative impact on the prospect and 

thus the sales outcome. For example, looking at your watch 

indicates you are in a hurry. The salesman also wants to be able to 

use non-verbal communications to reinforce his words. So as one 

can see, non-verbal communication has many uses and will be 

recognized more and more in the future as a valuable tool in 

successful personal selling (Futrell, 1988, p. 111). 

In an attempt to make sales people more aware of the non

verbal communications that are most important and applicable to 

personal sales I will discuss eight different areas in depth: (a) facial 

expressions and eye contact, (b) body movement, (c) clothing and 

personal appearance, (d) distance and personal space, (e) Selling 

environment, (f) time, (g) touch and (h) paralanguage. All of these 

areas strongly influence how others perceive us and thus, are key 

factors in achieving successful sales goals and objectives. 

Knowledge of these categories of the non-verbal communications 



are crucial, however, one must be careful not to over-react to non

verbal communications, because it could have just as man\ 

misunderstandings as ignoring it altogether (Hamilton & Parker, 

1990, p. 127). 



CHAPTER II 

FACIAL EXPRESSIONS AND EYE CONTACT 

Researchers have estimated that the human face is capable of 

more than 250,000 different expressions (Cooper. 1979, p. 70). 

Although you may not be able to interpret or even perceive all 

facial expressions, many will give you clues to what the person is 

really feeling or thinking. The eyes are the most expressive part of 

the face and have probably the most impact on communication. 

Studies indicate that people in general look at the region of the eyes 

more than any other region (Williams, 1981, p. 69). Eye contact is 

used to show interest and attentiveness. In American culture, most 

people in the business world expect those to whom they are 

speaking to look at them. Lack of eye contact is usually interpreted 

as disinterest, or disrespect, and messages do not have as great an 

impact. Oculesics refers to eye behavior, which involves what we 

do with our eyes during speaking and listening. Learning to 

interpret eye movement and facial expressions can improve the 

chances of sales people having their viewpoints accepted, because 

high levels of shared facial expressions precede a good sales 

outcome. Previous beliefs that extensive eye contact between the 

seller and buyer solely meant a sign of trouble, or evidence that the 

prospect is resisting the sales effort now can have additional 
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meanings such as positive interaction or genuine interest between 

the two individuals (Hamilton & Parker. I9^n3, pp. 1.^0-i;Oi. 

The way a person's eyes move or are positioned can provide 

clues as to what the person is thinking. Generally an individual is 

passively receiving information when the eyes are focused straight 

ahead, however, prolonged eye contact can be considered rude and 

an effective alternative in sales is to use fleeting glances. Eyes 

positioned upward to the right may show the prospect is relating 

information to a recent experience. .\ past experience is being 

remembered if the eyes are positioned upward left. Withdrawal 

and a desire to disengage, or at worst, disrespect, are signalled with 

extended looks away. The prospect is consciously analyzing the 

sales proposal when the eyes are focused upward at the ceiling. 

Analysis and interpretation of eye movement provides more valid 

information usually than any other non-verbal communications. If 

the prospect's eyes dilate while being focused on a product, this 

could indicate excitement (Konopacki, 1987, pp. 4,10). Much of how 

we regulate ourselves and the conversation depend upon eye 

behavior. A prospect staring off in the distance should be 

interpreted carefully because it could mean either they are 

pondering the answer to a question, or reflecting back on 

something. However, they could be completely disinterested in the 

presentation. If the prospect is disinterested the salesman should 

bring the prospect into the presentation by physically involving him 

with the product or by using tools such as visual aids and market 

information. 



During a sales call to a group of individuals, the salesperson 

needs to make sure eye contact is made with all members. This uill 

help eliminate the possibility of silence, or a lull in the conversation. 

It further helps to keep all of them involved and the flow of 

feedback coming forth. Bad eye contact may cause the group, as 

well as an individual, to interpret the message less favorably (.Adler 

& Rodman, 1988, pp. 338-339). 

Other very important facial expressions a salesperson must be 

aware of and understand, are those expressions made b> the mouth, 

especially the smile. "The smile is an innate expression pre

programmed in the human infant to elicit and assure a strong bond 

and facilitate positive social interactions" (Wolfgang, 1979, p. 38). A 

person can do almost anything with a smile and get away with it, so 

always smile. A frown communicates a lack of interest, trust, and 

weariness. Who would buy something from a salesperson that 

conveys these feelings? During a closing, a single smile can do more 

than anything else. It unquestionably increases the chances of a 

successful outcome because a smile usually wins a prospects 

goodwill. Many times during an objection, a smile is hard to 

uncover, but it often tells more eloquently more than words that 

you appreciate his point of view and indicates good sportsmanship. 

A smile covers up a real emotion, and many times disarms the 

buyer. One training clinic that specializes in smiles, increased a 

sales force sales by 15% (Roth & Alexander, 1983, pp. 235-236). If 

a prospect's mouth is relaxed without a smile, and the chin is 

forward, the salesman's presentation is not likely being followed 



closely. If the jaw and lips tighten, this indicates a defensive 

posture and the salesperson should be cautious (Marks. 1 '̂S5. 

p. 146). During a closing, the salesperson needs to look for a smile 

while the product is being focused on. This, accompanied by a 

nervous body movement, indicates that the prospect reallv wants 

the product and price bargaining should be guarded against if at all 

possible. Modifications or control of the face, during a felt emotion, 

usually is achieved around the lower part of the face. If a 

salesperson experiences a prospect who delivers what he thinks is a 

false smile or smirk, which is meant to conceal the real emotions, he 

should try to uncover the real feelings so he can be in a better 

position to offer support and help (Goss & O'Hair,!988, p. 79). 

Frowns, smirks, or shaking of the head from side to side, with 

mouth open, show disbelief, amazement or facial sarcasm. Raised 

eyebrows, sideway glances, slightly open mouth, with finger placed 

on lower teeth or lip, all indicate doubt, so if the salesman should 

ever encounter these feelings he should ask the prospect what they 

do not understand and use every tool available to counter this 

resistance. Some tools that would be practical might be any 

literature that explicitly explains the products features or test 

results . 



CHAPTER 111 

OTHER BODY MOVEMENTS AND GESTURES 

As noted earlier, it is virtually impossible to define and label 

all individual body movements. However, a group of body 

movements or gestures put in context, can have a significant 

meaning. Kinetics refers to how movement of the body sends 

messages to others by communicating through body movements, 

posture, gestures, and position with regard to other people. Body 

language is usually done subconsciously and spontaneously. It 

plays a major part in personal sales, particularly when first meeting 

a prospect. Slesinski (1986) states that body language can be 

categorized into three types of traffic light signals, i.e., green, yellow 

and red or acceptance, caution, and disagreement. (1) Green light 

shows the prospect is open, positive, and receptive, which means 

the salesperson should continue the presentation. Some positive 

body movements and buying signals include smiling, nodding, 

especially very slow and exaggerated nods, sitting on the edge of a 

chair with the prospect's upper body leaning forward as if trying to 

hear everything the salesperson is saying. An open-body position 

displays with the hands and arms away from the body, but in a 

relaxed manner. A slightly tilted head usually indicates a deep, 

concentrated listening to what is being said. Rubbing palms 

together slowly indicates the anticipation of something good that is 

1 4 
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about to happen. .Moving physically closer can be viewed as a 

comforting gesture. Salespeople can increase tension or decrease 

trust by projecting a negative body language, or the\ can evoke 

contrasting effects through positive body language. This is an 

added dimension toward understanding others. 

Responding to the green light from a prospect is easiest 

because all sales people find it pleasurable to work with a prospect 

that is positive and open. Since the prospect is enthusiastic, the 

sales agent should continue the sales strategy in the same direction, 

and do not change a thing because you have obviously sparked a 

genuine interest in the prospect's mind. Reflect the prospect's 

enthusiasm on yourself and listen intently to encourage more 

positive signs of friendliness. Assure the prospect that they are 

definitely making the right decision and continue to use open body 

gestures. 

Yellow light indicates the salesperson is losing the prospect's 

interest and extreme caution should be taken. Salesmen should be 

careful not to convey poor posture because it may be interpreted by 

a prospect as a lack of enthusiasm. Instead use a relaxed posture 

which communicates a sense of self control, status and power. 

Some body language that would tip a salesperson off that the 

prospect has moved into the yellow stage, are frowns, smirks, raised 

eyebrows, dropping eyeglasses to lower part of nose and peering 

over them. More subtle clues include rubbing the nose, playing 

with a moustache or scratching the back of the head. Another 
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yellow light signal would be indicated by a prospect's pushing back 

the chair and defensively crossing their arms over the chest. 

Responding to these signals can be best done by empathizing 

with the prospect and asking to find out what the problem or doubt 

could be. Once the salesperson knows what the problem is. he 

needs to make sure that he fully explains the situation by using 

precise mechanisms like illustrations, examples, and charts for the 

prospect to understand completely. The prospect must understand 

what is being discussed in order to agree. Information to back up a 

sales person's claims, such as test results, market shares, and 

consumer responses are always good. If these results are laid in 

front of the prospect, there is not much room for disagreement. 

Supportive material is often times a salesperson's best backup. 

Sales agents need to continue to use open body positions and calm 

and relaxed postures to project control and competence. 

The red light stage shows the prospect is resistant to the sales 

presentations and tells the salesperson to redirect his sales strategy. 

This stage is classified as being very negative and may have been 

caused because the salesperson disagreed with or challenged the 

prospect. Some typical non-verbal signals that represent the red 

stage are increased eye contact, as if to challenge. Closed body 

language such as crossed arms, clenched fists, abrupt body shifting, 

scratching of the nose and repeated head movement suggest 

uneasiness. If a prospect taps a pencil on the desk or plays with 

object to occupy himself, these are definitely red light signals. 



The first thing a salesperson should do when a prospect 

becomes very negative is to find out exactly what it is that has 

caused these feelings. Be very careful to use strong listening skills. 

and to portray a relaxed and non-threatening posture. Salespeople 

should always use calm and confident voice tone when dealing with 

prospects that are on the defensive. Always discuss those things 

which are in agreement and be willing to compromise in certain 

areas in which you are not in agreement. Always avoid arguing 

with the prospect, and if necessary, place the blame on yourself. 

For example, tell the person you are sorry for not being more 

thorough in your presentation, and ask if there is anything that you 

did not make clear. If they did not understand something, be 

enthusiastic and smile, while covering the misunderstanding. .Many 

times these positive feelings will rub off on the prospect. Many 

times the prospect will be upset about something besides your 

presentation. If you decide this is the case, try to express genuine 

concern and ask if there would be a better time to get together and 

discuss the product in more depth (Slesinski, 1986, p. 50). 

Table 1 will provide additional information on body language. 
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Table 1: An inventory of bodv language 

Meaning Gestures 

Openness Open hands; moving closer; unbuttoning coat; 

removing coat; sitting at edge of chair. 

Evaluation Tilted head, hand to check; leaning forward; 

stroking chin. 

Indifference Slouching: little eye contact; slack lips; blind, 

unfocused glances. 

Rejection Arms and legs crossed; body withdrawn; sideways 

glance; touching or rubbing nose. 

Frustration Clenched, wringing hands; rubbing nape of neck; 

running hands through hair. 

Nervousness Darting eyes; lips twitching; mouth slightly open; 

circular foot movement; tapping fingers; playing 

with objects. 

Defensiveness Rigid body; tightly crossed arms and legs; little or 

no eye contact; clenched fists; pursed lips. 

Confidence Proud erect body stance; continued eye contact; 

steepling of hands; hands folded behind head; chin 

up; small inward smile. 

Source: California Real Estate, January 1977. 



CHAPTER IV 

CLOTHING AND PERSONAL APPEARANCE 

Appearance and clothing has recently become so important to 

the business world that sales organizations have hired image 

consultants to help select the most appropriate clothing for their 

employees (Hamilton & Parker, 1990, p. 135). Research indicated 

that we usually prefer to converse with strangers we perceive to be 

well groomed and also that we make assumptions about people 

according to what they are wearing (Richmond,1987, p. 14).^ 

Another study indicates that prospects will be more receptive and 

straight forward with a salesman if he is well dressed. 

Why do people go to so much trouble and even discomfort to 

make themselves more physically attractive.' The answer lies in 

the nonverbal messages our appearance communicates. Others use 

this as a source for information about ourselves. Research also says 

that salespeople who are confident in their physical appearance are 

more successful in closing sales. Imagine yourself attending a 

meeting where you had to make a presentation and all you had to 

wear was your least favorite suit. You probably would be 

concerned about how the others viewed you instead of 

concentrating on the presentation. A salesman should always try to 

learn about the prospects and their tastes before making the sales 

call because if your clothes are in serious conflict with the clothes of 

19 
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the prospect, your chances of success could be seriously limited 

(Fletcher, 1988, p. 79). If it is impossible to find out your prospects 

interest before the presentation, a good rule to follow is to dress as 

conservative as possible because a certain dress that is favorable to 

you might spark a negative reaction in the prospect and he mav 

therefore become defensive before you ever begin the presentation. 

Conservative dress is usually associated with "earth tones" mainly 

dark blue, dark gray, light gray and beige. Darker clothes usually 

project a more authoritative image. If a salesman is considerably 

younger than his customer, he should wear darker clothing to 

project more authority. If, on the other hand, there is no great 

difference in age between the salesperson and the prospect, a 

slightly less authoritative suit should be worn, perhaps a lighter 

gray. The rational behind this idea is that you never want to 

appear intimidating to a prospect or appear to be someone you are 

not, this would suggest deception and the last thing a prospect will 

do is buy from someone who they feel is deceptive or 

untrustworthy (Marks, 1985, p. 137). 

If your company has a casual dress code, follow the styles set 

by management and stay on the conservative side. Another very 

good habit to get in is to take time out before a sales encounter to 

straighten yourself up. This strengthens your chances for a 

successful sale. A salesman would make a huge mistake if he went 

into a sales meeting looking as if he had just gotten out of bed. 

Some more suggestions for dress include the following: dress 

conservatively, simple classic lines, neutral colors such as gray. 
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navy and black, especially for women. A salesman should alwavs 

wear clothes as expensive as he can afford. Natural fabrics which 

include wool and cotton, real leather shoes and briefcases, simple 

hairstyles and only necessary jewelry are other additional tips. 

Remember that a loss of sales will accompany a haphazard 

appearance . 

Table 2 will provide additional information on body language. 
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Table 2: Personal appearance factors which influence 
perceptions of credibility and approachabilitv 

of men and women 

Checklist: Male personal appearance factors which increase the 

perception of credibility and approachability. 

1. Clothing 

conservative clothing 

traditional two-piece suit 

acceptable fabrics for suits include wools and wool 

b lends 

acceptable suit patterns include small pinstripes, solids, 

subtle and small plaids, subtle and small striped patterns 

solid long-sleeved white shirt with classic collar 

acceptable fabric for shirts is cotton 

conservative well-polished shoes 

2. Colors 

acceptable colors for suits include colors in the gray and 

navy blue families (avoid browns, tans, beiges, and 

unusual suit colors) 

3. Jewelry 

wear limited jewelry such as one ring, watch, tie bar or 

tie pin (avoid bracelets, necklaces, pocket watch, extra 

rings, garish jewelry, and belts with large buckles or 

jeweled belt buckles) 



Table 2: continued 

4. Eyeglasses 

eyeglasses, in general, increase the perception of 

credibili ty 

5. Hair 

short, conservative hairstyle (keep hair well-groomed 

and neat) 

clean-shaven look 

6. Fingernails 

nails should be short, well-groomed, and clean 

Checklist: Female personal appearance factors which increase the 

perception of credibility and approachability. 

1. Clothing 

classic, conservative clothing 

traditional, two-piece suit with matching skirt and jacket. 

avoid poor quality suits 

acceptable suit patterns include solids, subtle and small 

plaids, subtle and small striped patterns 

acceptable fabrics for suits include wools and wool 

blends 

acceptable fabrics for blouses are cotton and silk 

skirt length should fall from just below the knee to two 

inches below the knee (avoid all extremes in skirt 

lengths) 
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Table 2: continued 

2. Shoes 

wear heels of 2 1/2 inches or less 

wear classic and traditional shoes 

3. Colors 

acceptable colors for suits include colors in the gray, 

white, off-white, beige, and navy blue families 

4. Jewelry 

wear limited jewelry, up to five points; this may include 

earrings, a ring, a necklace, and a pin on jacket 

wear small- to medium-sized earrings 

wear rings on the ring finger of the left or right hand 

only 

wear a necklace that falls in upper chest area 

wear moderately-priced jewelry 

watches are acceptable and count as a piece of jewelry 

5. Eyeglasses 

eyeglasses, in general, increase the perception of 

credibility 

Hair 

conservative and classic hairstyle; wear hair shoulder 

length or shorter or pull hair on top of head (avoid long 

hair below the shoulder line or hair that is extreme in 

shortness and appears to be a male-imitation look) 



Table 2: continued 

7. Fingernails 

nails should be a moderate length, well-groomed and 

clean 

nails should be healthy and natural looking (avoid 

colored nail polish such as red and fuchsia) 

8. Makeup 

wear little to moderate makeup 

Source; Smith, Lawrence J. & Malandro, Loretta A. 



CHAPTER V 

DISTANCE AND PERSONAL SPAC I-

Distance and personal space, also known as proximics. is 

another category of non-verbal communication. Proximics deals 

with the distance and space that people use when engaged in 

interpersonal communication or personal sales. There are four basic 

categories of space: intimate, touching to 18 inches: personal,18 

inches to four feet; social, four to twelve feet; and public, twelve 

feet or further. For the purpose of this paper, social distance will 

only be discussed because it applies solely to the business 

environment. This distance is reserved for formal business 

transactions with strangers. Proximics can tell how a prospect is 

feeling and reacting toward a sales presentation. A salesperson 

needs to convey a sense of immediacy, a feeling of genuine liking 

for the client. Often times this is best expressed by the physical 

distance between the two individuals (Devito, 1986, p. 77). If a 

salesman and a prospect move close to one another, this is a good 

positive sign of mutual interest. However, if the two move farther 

away from each other, this indicates discomfort, disinterest, or 

distrust. If the salesperson feels that the prospect has moved into 

what seems like a unnatural distance, he should be careful because 

the prospect has possibly moved into the yellow or even red light 
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zones. The sales agent should respond with warm and friendiv 

gestures to help relieve the tension between the two. 

Often times in a sales call the desk is the primary divider and 

research findings on seating arrangements show that people will be 

more comfortable talking if there is a desk present between them 

(Hamilton & Parker, 1990, p. 141). If a desk is not present, a 

salesman can move closer or farther away during the sales 

presentation to see where the prospect is most comfortable and how 

much space they require. This will vary between individuals, 

however you will be able to get a general idea. If a buyer indicates 

a friendlier relationship by moving closer and the salesperson does 

not reciprocate by moving closer then the prospect may be 

offended, however the salesman should be careful not to sit too 

close because it can be a provocative gesture indicating anger or 

intimidation. Normally, this action would be followed by other 

gestures such as pointing the finger or angry facial expressions. 

Space violations can occur if a salesman invades a prospect's 

territory without customer consent. This may set off a defense 

mechanism which might create a barrier to communication. Buyers 

usually view a salesman as deceiving before the sales call even 

takes place, so this mistake can be tragic and needs to be avoided at 

all costs. A space threat can be as simple as using the prospect's 

pen or touching objects on his desk. If a prospect allows space 

invasion, the salesman should view this as opportunity, meaning 

let's be friends. If proximics is used correctly by a salesman, it can 

be an effective tool in nonverbal communication and can greatly 



enhance his chances for a successful outcome of the sale (Futrell. 

1988, pp. 110-111). 



CHAPTER VI 

SELLING ENVIRONMENT 

Selling environments reveal characteristics about the owner ot 

the territory, and also how that person communicates. The 

components that make up physical environment in a typical sales 

environment include color, lighting, room size, smell, noise and 

temperature. If any or all of these create a negative effect on a 

potential customer or even the sales agent, the outcome might be 

one of disappointment. Various research studies have found that 

when participants perform tasks in "ugly" rooms, they experience 

monotony, fatigue, headache or irritability. However, when 

performed in "attractive" rooms, participants experience pleasure, 

comfort, energy, and desire to continue the activity. There is 

always the possibility that what one person thinks is ugly, the other 

may think is attractive (Hamilton & Parker, 1990, p. 142). 

Color affects the subconscious of the buyer. More and more 

businesses of all sizes are becoming aware of the input of color on 

people. A good rule of thumb is that lighter colors such as green, 

yellow and orange make a potential buyer more likely to purchase 

than darker colors because light colors put the buyer in a better 

state of mind. Because it is harder to control the color factor in 

personal sales than in retail, it is not used as much; however, an 

increasing awareness is evident (Hamilton & Parker, 1990, p. 142). 
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Table 3, adopted from Devito & Hect (1990). will provide 

information on colors in the environment. 

Lighting can have an adverse affect on a potential customer 

because white light can cause headaches, while lights that are too 

blue can cause drowsiness. For example, if there are many or 

lengthy details to be read or looked at by a prospect during a sales 

call, the prospect may become very uncomfortable and less 

receptive toward the salesman and the product if the lighting is not 

correct and comfortable for the prospect (Hamilton & Parker. 1990, 

p. 142). 

Room size can have a significant impact on communication. 

The amount of available space can affect the success of a sales 

meeting. A small room might induce a feeling of closeness and 

warmth, while a large room may be intimidating to a prospect 

(Hamilton & Parker, 1990, p. 143). 

Smell, also known as olfactics, can communicate non-verbally. 

Obviously, if a person or the environment smells "bad," the prospect 

will become uncomfortable and concentrate more time and energy 

on trying to fight off the odor and less on the presentation. People 

in the United States spend more on smell than any other group in 

the world. This implies that our culture is very much aware of it, 

and salespeople that use too much cologne or not enough will more 

likely be noticed and cause a distraction in a sales meeting. One of 

the most important things in a sales presentation is personal 

hygiene and appearance, so the salesman should be aware of it in 

order to make the right impression on the prospect and create a 
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Table 3: Color in the environment 

Color Moods Svmbolic Meaniniis 

Red 

Blue 

Hot, affectionate, angry, 

defiant, contrary, hostile, 

calm, tender. 

Cool, pleasant, leisurely, 

distant, infinite, secure, 

calm, tender. 

Happiness, lust, intimacy, 

love, restlessness, agitation, 

royalty, rage, sin. blood. 

Dignity, sadness, 

tenderness, truth. 

Yellow Unpleasant, exciting. 

hostile,cheerful, joyful, 

jovial. 

Orange Unpleasant, exciting, dis

turbed, distressed, upset, 

defiant, contrary, hostile, 

stimulating. 

Purple Depressed, sad, dignified, 

stately. 

Green Cool, pleasant, leisurely, 

in control. 

Superficial glamor, 

wisdom, masculin 

ity, royalty, age. 

Fruitfulness, 

thoughtfulness. 

Wisdom, victory. 

humility, tragedy. 

Security, peace, jealousy, 

hate, aggressiveness, calm. 



Table 3: continued 

Color Moods Svmbolic Meanines 

Black Sad, intense, anxiety, fear. Darkness power, 

despondent, dejected, protection, decay, mysterv 

melancholy, unhappy. wisdom, death, atonement. 

Brown Sad, not tender, Melancholv, protection, 

dejected. decay, humility, 

a tonement . 

White Joy. lightness, neutral. Solemnity, purity, 

cold. femininity, 

humility, joy, light, 

innocence, fidelity, 

cowardice. 

Source: Burgoon. Judee K., & Thomas J. Saine, 1987. 



favorable attitude. Remember that a haphazard appearance will 

accompany a loss of sales. 

Noise level, heat and ventilation are all non-verbal 

communication factors. For a sales meeting to take place, it is most 

preferable for all of the above to be at an optimum level; however 

this cannot always be possible on all occasions, so if a salesman 

should encounter a situation that is uncomfortable and annoying, he 

should ask the prospect if he would like to move to a place that 

would be more pleasurable (Hamilton & Parker, 1990, p. 144). 



CHAPTER Vll 

TIME 

Time is another very important nonverbal communication. 

Most Americans are very schedule and time conscious. This factor 

is probably the most determining one, and certainly the first 

nonverbal communicated message sent. A salesman that arrives 

late to a sales call already has communicated to the prospect that he 

is inconsiderate or undependable. On the other hand, if he arrives 

on time, the prospect will respect that the salesman is "on the ball" 

and ready to do business. If there is one thing that will "turn off" a 

potential buyer, it is a salesperson that arrives late and makes a 

prospect wait while taking time off from their busy schedule. If a 

salesman knows he is going to be late, he should call the prospect 

and explain the situation, be as considerate as possible, and even 

offer to reschedule an appointment at the prospect's convenience 

(Hamilton & Parker, 1990 p. 145). 

When scheduling an appointment with a potential customer, 

the sales agent should try first to make it during the most 

convenient time for the prospect. Monday mornings and Friday 

afternoons are usually bad times and should be avoided because 

this is when the most excuses are made for not being available. 

However, if the prospect wants to meet during these times, this 
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might indicate a genuine interest in the product or service being 

offered. 

Time can be a factor throughout the entire sales presentation 

and should be monitored closely. The sales agent should ask first if 

the prospect has other obligations or appointments he must attend 

during the day. The salesman wants to avoid keeping a prospect 

from his/her other obligations because it might create an impatient 

customer and show inconsideration on the salesman's part. If a 

salesman should encounter a situation where his presentation is 

running into the prospect's other obligations, then he should 

recognize the importance of the prospect's time and offer to 

continue the presentation at another time. If the prospect is willing 

to continue the presentation, then the salesman should express his 

gratitude and work towards closing the sale (Kurtz & Dodge, 1991, 

pp. 288-289). 



CHAPTER VIII 

TOUCHING 

In dealing with clients, physical touching, when appropriately 

done, can create a sense of trust between an agent and a prospect. 

The handshake is the most common form of touch in the business 

world and is used to greet the prospect or congratulate him on a 

purchase, which conveys warmth and pleasure. Since 90% of an 

agent's daily activity is spent dealing with people, developing a 

proper sense of touch can prove to be beneficial. Touch, also known 

as tactile communication can serve a number of functions. Some of 

the major ones are sexual expression, support, and power (Devito, 

1986, p. 210). Studies done on touch show that individuals who are 

comfortable with touch are more aggressive and confident. .A 

salesman should be careful to only use socially polite touching, 

which is usually confined to the shoulder, back and arm area, which 

conveys warmth, friendship and concern. If used wisely and 

carefully, touching can instill trust and familiarity, as well as 

confidence, between agents and prospects (Johnson, 1988, p. 101). 

Touches are oftentimes subtle and hard to interpret unless you 

understand the language of touch. The secret to understanding 

touchs is to read them in the total context, including such things as 

what is being said and the social situation that it occurred in. 
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CHAPTER IX 

PARALANGUAGE 

Paralanguage is most akin to verbal communication; however, 

it sends nonverbal messages in all phases of the selling process. 

Paralanguage refers to not what is said, but how it is said. Some of 

the characteristics of paralanguage include volume, rate, rhythm 

and pitch. Depending on what other messages are being 

communicated, an increase in rate can indicate anger, impatience, or 

anxiety on the part of the person sending the message. .A decrease 

in rate might indicate that the salesman is thoughtful, has a 

reflective attitude, but worst could mean boredom or lack of 

interest (Huseman, 1988, p. 34). The major role of paralanguage is 

to express emotion. It can also be used as a tool for managing 

conversation changes. For example, a lower tone at the end of a 

sentence, by the salesman when he is ready for a prospect's 

response, he may also use a lower tone which indicates a 

willingness to give up the floor, usually accompanied with breaking 

eye contact. Be familiar with turn requesting signals which also 

indicate a desire to change speakers, some signals are audible 

intakes of breath, tensing, or changes in posture. 

Credibility is essential for a salesperson to establish, and 

paralanguage plays a notable role in assisting. For example, 

research says that lower pitched voices are seen as more creditable. 
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Voice tone is used to detect deception, so a proper tone is most 

desirable. A salesman can establish an appropriate tone by having a 

colleague or friend listen and assist you in developing a suitable 

voice tone. Also training sessions should provide some information 

and advice on how to monitor and change voice tones. 

Another form of paralanguage is a raised pitch which would 

indicate emphasis, interest and excitement. A salesperson should 

use this to help spark enthusiasm in the prospect. 

Another form of nonverbal communication includes the pause, 

or use of silence. A salesperson should use silence as a tool in the 

sales pitch. It can be a decisive tool and especially good when a 

very important point has been made. Silence gives the idea a 

chance to be absorbed (Devito, 1986, p. 211). Silence also serves to 

compliment the prospect after he has spoken, because it signifies to 

the buyer that the salesman is giving adequate consideration to his 

ideas or thoughts. During a closing, the pause or block of silence 

often closes the sale. The pause also can be used when the buyer 

catches the salesperson off guard. The salesman can be silent, look 

straight ahead, and smile. This allows you to regain your thought 

processes and answer the question appropriately (Roth & 

Alexander, 1983, p. 238). 



CHAPTER X 

TRAINING 

Any company with a sales force should establish good training 

programs. With the increased demand on the sales field by the 

consumers, sales professionalism has come to need greater 

emphasis. A company is almost obligated to provide a sound 

training program to augment the natural abilities of their sales force 

because it takes more than just a good product to beat the 

competition. Unfortunately, in many firms, the communication 

support provided to the sales effort is casual, useless and 

ineffective, as a result there is a 80% turnover rate in sales forces 

over a three year period (Obermayer, 1988, p. 59). Sales training is 

the effort put forth by an employer to provide the opportunity for 

the salesperson to receive job-related skills, knowledge, and 

attitudes that will ultimately result in improved performance and 

success in the selling environment. Training salesmen in nonverbal 

communication often will or should include cultural differences, 

especially for those salesmen working in ethnically diverse areas 

because different cultures place different meanings to similar 

things.. The person trained in communications, both verbal and 

nonverbal, will be a valued and more successful employee than one 

not properly trained. Many training programs in the past have not 

dealt with nonverbal communications because the importance of it 
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has been underestimated and hardly recognized. However, this 

pattern is rapidly changing, because salesmen are becoming more 

successful and professional. It has been stated earlier that non

verbal communication makes up a majority of the message being 

sent or received, so training in this area needs adequate attention. 

As sales people become more experienced in reading body language, 

they will make sales quicker and easier. Training should consist of 

formal and informal training courses. Formal training is usually 

used for larger companies and consists of lectures, case studies and 

role playing. Informal training is normally used by smaller 

companies and consists of sales managers accompanying a trainee 

on a days work. If these tools are taken advantage of, sales 

productivity will rise and turnover rates will reduce because a well 

trained salesperson is better able to cope with the demands of the 

job and less likely to seek other employment (Marks, 1985, p. 496). 

If you are serious about improving your skills in sending and 

receiving nonverbal messages, there are many things that a 

salesperson can do to increase nonverbal awareness. The following 

are some tips which will aid an individual in personal selling. A 

person can start by monitoring their conscious and unconscious 

body movements and gestures. Ask colleagues and friends for 

feedback or perhaps view a video yourself. A relatively new item 

in the training field is that of interactive videodisc instruction (IVI). 

The system allows salesmen to view themselves and others in a 

risk-free environment because this system is strictly used with 

computers. IVI can be set up in any office and it cuts down training 
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time. The simulated sales call allows the user to practice on the 

computer, which can eliminate costly mistakes in the field. The 

simulator also allows the user to make decisions about what to do or 

say next. With this approach, the viewer can see the consequences 

of their actions (Steele, 1990, p. 71). Another tool for further 

developing your selling skills is to develop awareness of nonverbal 

differences, do not judge others by using your own nonverbal 

meanings and do not assign non- verbal meaning out of context. 

Another way to observe your nonverbal skills is through role-

playing in hypothetical situations. For example, you might play the 

role of a prospect while your fellow colleague play the salesman. 

One more way to improve your nonverbal skills is to associate with 

as many different types of people as possible and ask them what 

different forms of nonverbal communication mean to them. Any 

sales force should consist of the initial training program and then 

continued courses to update and refresh because like any other skill 

it needs to practiced and refined often. The typical refresher 

session is about one to two days long and reviews basic skills and 

then moves into more advanced skills. These sessions should 

provide information on the most up-to-date market information 

and have a motivational thrust behind them (Anderson, 1989, p. 

21). 



CHAPTER XI 

CONCLUSION 

Nonverbal communication has emerged as a critical 

component of the overall communicative process, especially in the 

last ten years. Recognition of nonverbal communication is essential 

for success to be achieved in personal sales in today's business 

environment. All of the nonverbal communication areas that have 

been discussed here strongly influence how others perceive us and 

how we perceive them. Knowledge of these are very essential for 

success; however, one must be careful to not overreact to nonverbal 

messages, because it could cause just as many misunderstandings as 

ignoring them. A salesperson should be sure that all of his 

nonverbal messages are in congruence and coordinated with his 

verbal communications to avoid sending conflicting messages. This 

prevents the prospect from becoming confused and spending more 

time trying to figure out what the salesperson's message is rather 

than concentrating on the product being presented. On the other 

hand, remember to pay careful attention to the prospect's 

nonverbal communication because if he sends conflicting signals, 

this might indicate confusion on his part and the salesperson may 

need to adjust his presentation to accompany the prospect. 

A salesman needs to always think positively and concentrate 

all energies on doing the very best job he can no matter what the 
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situation. Put negative thoughts out of your mind. If you visualize 

yourself failing, you are likely to fail, fortunately the reverse is also 

true, and success can just as likely be attained. 

A salesperson should always concentrate just as much on how 

something is said as what is said. Honest and forthright nonverbal 

communication demonstrates to the customer the advantages of 

dealing with a certain salesman. The agent should always 

remember that a sale can be very dependent on what the client 

thinks of the salesperson and how well the salesperson can read 

nonverbal communications effectively. While many of these tips 

will serve only as reminders, others may mean the difference 

between success and failure. 
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Table 4: Encoding ability 

Please respond to each item by writing in the blank a (5) if you 

strongly agree with the statement, a (4) if you agree, a (3) if you are 

neutral or undecided, a (2) if you disagree, and a (1) if you strongly 

disagree with the statement. 

1. People can usually tell when 1 am angry from my tone of 

voice. 

2. People can usually tell when I feel hostile from my facial 

expressions. 

3. When I feel confident, people can usually tell from my 

facial expressions. 

4. I usually share my feelings with other people. 

5. When I'm nervous my voice shakes, even if I try to control 

it. 

6. When I am surprised, people usually can tell from my tone 

of voice. 

7. People can usually tell when I fell guilty from my facial 

expressions. 

8. When I am surprised, people can usually tell from my tone 

of voice. 

9. I almost always burst out laughing when I hear a good 

joke. 
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Table 4: continued 

10. I can hardly tell a lie with straight face. 

Add up the numbers to get a composite score. If \ou scored 

between 40-50, you perceive yourself to be especially aware of 

your nonverbal encoding abilities. If you scored between 30-39, 

you perceive yourself to be relatively aware of your encoding 

abilities. If you scored between 29-29. you perceive yourself to be 

relatively unaware of your encoding abilities. If you scored below 

20 you perceive yourself to be quite unaware of your encoding 

abilities. 

Adapted from Zuckerman and Larrance 
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DECODING ABILITY 
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Table 5; Decoding ability 

Please indicate how you feel about each statement by writing a (5) 

if you strongly agree with the statement, a (4) if you agree, a (3) if 

you are neutral or undecided, a (2) if you disagree, and a (1) if you 

strongly disagree with the statement. 

1. When someone is afraid, I can usually tell from that 

person's tone of voice. 

2. I can usually tell when someone is grateful from his or 

her tone of voice. 

3. When someone tries to please me. I can usually tell from 

his or her facial expression. 

4. I am usually aware of other people's feelings. 

5. I think I'm better than most people I know at picking up 

on subtle cues. 

6. I can usually tell when someone is lying from his or her 

facial expression. 

7. I can usually tell when someone is surprised from his or 

her tone of voice. 

8. I am often surprised that I pick up on non-verbal cues 

that other people seem to miss. 

9. I can usually tell when a person approves of something 

from his or her tone of voice. 
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Table 5: continued 

10. I can usually tell someone feels hostile from the person"s 

facial expression. 

Add up the numbers to get a composite score. If you scored 

between 40-50, you perceive yourself to be especially aware of 

your non-verbal decoding abilities. If you scored between 30-39. 

you perceive yourself to be relatively aware of your decoding 

abilities. If you scored between 20-29, you perceive yourself to oe 

relatively unaware of your decoding abilities. If you scored below 

20, you perceive yourself to be quite unaware of your decoding 

abilities. 

Adapted from Zuckerman & Larrance 




